Tubie™ Pendant
Simple, modern form meets function with this versatile cylinder. Tubie™ is now fully enclosed to guard against dust and debris. Static white, tunable white and RGBW light sources are available standard. Lengths start at 12 inches – up to 96 inches for a striking large-scale statement.

Tubie™ has been re-imagined to deliver maximum performance - up to 140 lumens per watt - but also for simplified manufacturing and shorter lead times.

Sales Features

- All new, completely redesigned for 2019!
- Available with tunable white and RGBW light sources
  - Evenly illuminated architectural cylinder with cast aluminum end caps
  - Fully enclosed to minimize accumulation of dust and debris
  - High quality die-cast and extruded construction
  - Frosted white acrylic diffuser
  - Optional COB downlight in narrow [25°] or wide [60°] beam angles with up to 2500 lumens delivered
  - Fixture can be clustered together to create large scale arrays
  - Field replaceable LEDs and drivers
  - 140 lumens per watt delivered
  - Various types of dimming drivers available, controls not included
  - For photometric data and BIM files, please visit www.ocl.com
  - For mounting instructions, please contact factory
  - Five year product warranty

All specifications and information subject to change without notice. See specification sheet for technical details. Contact factory for additional modifications or options.

Sample fixture provided with dimming switch to show LED1 and LED2